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Blended (2014) - IMDb After a bad blind date, a man and woman find themselves stuck together at a resort for families, where their attraction grows as their
respective kids benefit from the burgeoning relationship. Blended (2014) - Rotten Tomatoes Critics Consensus: Lurching between slapstick and schmaltz without
showing much of a commitment to either, Blended commits the rare Sandler sin of provoking little more than boredom. Blended - definition of blended by The Free
Dictionary 1. To combine or mix (different substances) so that the constituent parts are indistinguishable from one another: blended the flour, milk, and eggs; blend
gasoline with ethanol.

Blended (film) - Wikipedia Blended is a 2014 American romantic comedy film directed by Frank Coraci, and written by Ivan Menchell and Clare Sera.It stars Adam
Sandler and Drew Barrymore, with an ensemble cast featuring Bella Thorne, Emma Fuhrmann, Terry Crews, Joel McHale, Wendi McLendon-Covey, Kevin Nealon
and Shaquille O'Neal.South African cricketer Dale Steyn also played a cameo as himself. Blended Official Trailer #1 (2014) - Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore
Comedy HD Blended Official Trailer #1 (2014) - Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore Comedy HD After a bad blind date, a man and woman find themselves stuck
together at a resort for families, where their attractions. Blended - Warner Bros. - Movies Blended marks the third comedy collaboration between stars Adam Sandler
and Drew Barrymore, following their successful onscreen pairings in the hit romantic comedies 50 First Dates and The Wedding Singer. It also reunites them with
their Wedding Singer director, Frank Coraci.

Blended - Home | Facebook Blended. 459K likes. Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore star in BLENDED, available on Blu-ray and Digital HD now. Blended |
Fandango After a bad blind date, a man and woman find themselves stuck together at a family resort.
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